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BL-4806 BLDC motor driver manual
Parameter and description

Parameter
No

Parameter
name

Range Unit Defaul
t
value

Parameter description

0202 Internal speed
1

0-1000
0

RPM 100 When the driver works in the internal setting
speed regulation mode, the target speed
adopted by the system is determined by the
internal speed 0 or internal speed 1. When the
M0 is not set, the target speed is 0. When the
M0 is accompanied, the internal speed is 1.

0204 Speed 0
smooth
acceleration
time

10-300
00

ms 10 Acceleration time of velocity 0, used to smooth
the velocity curve

0206 Speed 0
smooth
deceleration
time

10-300
00

ms 10 The deceleration time of velocity 0 is used to
smooth the velocity curve

0208 Speed 1
smooth
acceleration
time

10-300
00

ms 30000 Acceleration time of velocity 1, used to smooth
the velocity curve

020A Speed 1
smooth
deceleration
time

10-300
00

ms
30000

The deceleration time of velocity 1 is used to
smooth the velocity curve

020C Internal
potentiometer
speed
coefficient

1-1000 RPM/V 900 The speed gain corresponding to each 1V
analog instruction, and the relationship
between the potentiometer voltage and the
speed instruction is RPM/V

020E External
potentiometer
speed
coefficient

1-1000 RPM/V 900 The speed gain corresponding to each 1V
analog instruction, and the relationship
between the potentiometer voltage and the
speed instruction is RPM/V

0210 Internal
potentiometer
zero drift

1-1000 mV 100 Used to adjust the zero drift of the internal
potentiometer
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Parameter
No

Parameter name Range Unit Default
value

Parameter description

026C Station no. 1-254 1 Used to set the driver
communication (need to
back up E2PROM to take
effect after repower)

0270 Baud rate 96-1152 100bit/s 1152 Used to set the driver
communication baud rate,
can be set up
96144192288384576115 2
the seven values (need to
back up into the E2PROM
chips was introduced to
come into force after the
electricity)

0266 Overload protection
current point

500-2000 mA 1400 The power supply detects
the overload running point.
When the effective value of
the motor current is greater
than this value, the system

0212 External
potentiometer
zero drift

1-1000 mV 100 Used to adjust the zero drift of the external
potentiometer

0214 Acceleration
potentiometer
coefficient

1-1000 10RPM
/s*V

30 When the target speed is different from the
actual speed, the driver will drive the motor to
the target speed according to the
corresponding acceleration or deceleration0216 Deceleration

potentiometer
coefficient

1-1000 10RPM
/s*V

30

204A Hall takes the
inverse

0-1 1 Hall signal polarity

023C PID speed
proportional
coefficient

1-255 0 PID proportional gain constant, the larger the
value, the faster the response

023E PID speed
integral
coefficient

1-255 64 PID integral constant, the larger the value, the
faster the rigidity and stability

0240 PID speed
differential
coefficient

1-255 0 PID differential constant, the larger the value,
the smaller the overshoot, the higher the
stability
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starts timing. When the
timing time is greater than
the load timeout time, the
driver overload alarm and
protection.

0250 Supply voltage over
voltage alarm point

1-4000 0.1V 700
4000’’

When the power supply
voltage is greater than the
power supply overvoltage
alarm point, the overvoltage
alarm and protection of the
device.

0252 Power drain point 500-4000 0.1V 600
3500’’

When the power supply
voltage is greater than the
discharge point and less
than the overvoltage point of
the power supply, the driver
releases the excess power
in the power supply by
conducting the external
discharge resistance.

0254 Supply voltage
undervoltage alarm
point

1-4000 0.1V 180
400’’

When the power supply
voltage is less than the
power undervoltage alarm
point, the driver will
undervoltage alarm and
protect

0258 Leakage conduction
time

50-255 100us 50 The conduction time is
determined by this value
when the driver releases the
discharge energy through
the conduction and
discharge resistance

0276 Chopper frequency 5000-60000 Hz 20000 This value is related to the
motor parameters and is
modified by the
manufacturer. It shall be
backed up to E2PROM and
powered on again before it
can take effect

0228 Motor overspeed
point

5000-10000 RPM 10000 When the motor speed
exceeds this value, the
driver stops the motor
directly. This value is related
to the motor parameters and
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is modified by the
manufacturer

022A Motor underspeed 500-1000 RPM 80 When the motor speed lower
this value, the driver stops
the motor directly. This value
is related to the motor
parameters and is modified
by the manufacturer

022C 0 open loop output
power ratio

0-100 % 4 Duty cycle of open-loop
PWM signal

022E Log of motor pole 2-20 Pole 5 This value is related to the
motor parameters and is
modified by the
manufacturer. It shall be
backed up to E2PROM and
powered on again before it
can take effect

0226 Input inverse value 0-225 0 Logic reverse control of
input I/O signal

0200 Inner speed 0 0-10000 RPM 3000 When the driver works in the
internal setting adjustment
mode, the target speed
adopted by the system is
determined by the internal
speed 0 or internal speed 1.
When the M0 is not set, the
target speed is 0; when the
M0 is set, the target speed is
1.

Alarm List

Code description Cause of failure
ER01 Motor stoppage

alarm
1. motor lacks UVW phase
2. The load is so heavy that the motor
cannot turn
3. Motor UVW short circuit

1. Check whether the motor wiring is
correct
2. Check the load
3. Measure whether there is a short
circuit in the UVW winding line. If the
connection is ok, please contact the
manufacturer
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ER02 Over-current
alarm

1. A sudden change in load inertia, such
as a sudden stop of a motor from an
adjusted state
2. Motor connection or motor internal
fault
3. Short circuit of motor to ground
4. Motor hall signal or motor UVW phase
sequence is not connected in correct
phase sequence

1. Check whether the load control
circuit is out of order
2. Check whether the motor
connection is wrong and whether the
motor line is short to the ground

ER03 Hall fault alarm 1. Motor Hall fault
2. Poor contact between hall line and
drive connection
3. The terminal where the hall line
connects to the drive is damaged

1. Whether the hall line is reliably
connected to the driver
2. Check whether the hall sensor of
motor is damaged

ER04 Power
undervoltage
alarm

1. The main circuit voltage is lower than

the specified value

2. The load increases sharply

3. The motor speed suddenly increases

and the acceleration and deceleration

time is too short

4. Insufficient power output of power

supply

1. Check whether the main circuit
voltage is below the range value
2. Check the load
3. Lengthen the motor's acceleration
and deceleration time
4. Add power stabilizer
5. Switch to a higher power supply

ER05 Power
overvoltage
alarm

1. The main circuit voltage exceeds the

specified value

2. The brake resistance is not connected

or in poor contact

3. Sudden change of load inertia, such as

sudden stop of motor from high speed

1. Check whether the main circuit

voltage exceeds the range value

2. Check whether the brake resistor is

in good contact or add brake resistor

3. Check whether the load control

circuit is faulty

4. Increase the power stabilizer

ER06 Motor
overspeed
protection

1. Motor speed exceeds the specified

value (motor overpass point parameter

0228)

2. Motor phase sequence error

1. Check whether the command speed

is too high

2. Check whether the parameter 0228

is too small

3. Check the motor wiring

4. Check for hall reversal

ER07 Storage alarm Internal EEPROM damaged If this alarm still appears after
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restarting the power, it needs to be
sent back to the manufacturer for
maintenance

ER08 Parameters of
the alarm

Parameter calibration error detected If this situation still occurs after
reimporting parameters, it needs to be
sent back to the manufacturer for
repair

ER09 Energy
consumption
brake alarm

The driver works in the
energy-consuming braking state for a
long time and sets the alarm value for
exceeding the time limit

1. Check whether the input voltage of

the driver power supply is too high

2. Check energy consumption brake

ER10 Overload alarm The driver capacity exceeds the limit
value

1. Check the load

2. Increase fan cooling

ER11 Leakage alarm Motor load is large, and the environment
temperature is high, not for the
appropriate cooling treatment

1. Check the load

2. Increase fan cooling

ER12 Motor phase
fault alarm

The motor lacks UVW phase Check whether the motor wiring is
correct

Description of internal potentiometer
Potentiometer unit Detailed instructions
In-ADJ Internal potentiometer speed control (clockwise speed increases successively)
ACC Simulated speed control acceleration time (clockwise acceleration time increases

successively)
DCC Simulated deceleration acceleration time (clockwise deceleration time increases

successively)

PS:The ACC/DCC parameter takes effect on the next run

Control signal interface
Terminals
no.

Signal name Detailed instructions

1 RUN/STOP Motor run /stop signal
2 Forward/Reverse Motor Forward/Reverse signal
3 Brake Motor electromagnetic brake signal, the default is on the brake, closed for

no brake
4 M0 Multi-speed selection input signal is 0, the default conduction is valid,

closed is invalid
5 VRH(5V) Adjustable resistance fixed end H is connected to the driver end
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6 VRM Adjustable resistance sliding end M access to the driver end
7 VRL(0V) Adjustable resistance fixed end L access driver 0V end;Or external voltage

input driver 0V terminal
8 F-OUT Driver output frequency end (output motor pole number of pulses per turn,

duty cycle 50%, e.g., 5 pairs of output 15)
9 ALM Driver alarm output, the default alarm is on, no alarm is off
10 COM(0V) Signal common end 0V (internal power source 0V of the driver)

Motor wiring instructions
Brushless motor hall and drive definition phase sequence must be properly connected line,

generally three hall of brushless motor into 120 degrees of corresponding Ha, Hb, Hc,

such as advanced 120 degrees of the motor, U, V, W drive 024 a parameter (after the hall)

is set to 1, 120 degrees such as the lag of the motor, U, V, W drive 024 a parameter is set

to 0, hall signal lines must be shielded wire, hall line and power line can't use the same

cable.The maximum length of the line from the motor to the driver is 10 meters. If the

length exceeds 10 meters, contact the manufacturer. To ensure no interference, the shield

network of the hall shield line connects to the 0V of the hall terminal of the driver.

Terminals no. Signal name Detailed instructions
1 FG Motor power line ground wire
2 U Motor power line U phase
3 V Motor power line V phase
4 W Motor power line W phase

Terminals no. Signal name Detailed instructions
1 SG Connecting shield wire
2 HALL V-0V Supply hall motor power supply 0V
3 HALL V-5V Supply hall motor power supply 5V
4 Ha Motor Hall Ha Signal
5 Hb Motor Hall Hb Signal
6 Hc Motor Hall Hc Signal

Dial code switch instructions
Motor direction
SW1 Name Detailed instructions
0 CW forward
1 CCW reverse
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Stop way
SW2 Name Detailed instructions
0 Brake stop brake to stop
1 Free stop Free to stop

Control Method
SW3 SW4 Name Detailed instructions
0 0 In-ADJ Internal potentiometer control
I 0 Mul-Speed Inner speed
0 I EX.U

(0-5VDC/0-10VDC)
(0-5VDC/0-10VDC)
Analog voltage control

I I Open loop Open loop control
PS: 0 shows close, I shows Open, “ shows default parameters

Indicator light description
Indicator light name Detailed instructions
P(Power) Power Indicate
R(Run) Run indicate
A(Alarm) Alarm Indicate

Communication port description
Signal name Detailed instructions
T/B RS232 data sending end pin and RS485 receiving end pin
R/A RS232 data sending end pin and RS485 receiving end pin
G RS232 data sending end pin and RS485 receiving end pin

Leak interface description
Signal name Detailed instructions
BR+ External drain resistance terminal - high potential terminal
BR- External drain resistance terminal - Low potential terminal

Power interface description
Signal name Detailed instructions
L Input 220V live wire
N Input 220V zero line

Signal name Detailed instructions
DC- Input the positive end of 24-48v
DC+ Input the negative end of 24-48v


